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Reasons to Contact InFlow Technology to Upgrade Your PDM

Our team typically upgrades instances of SOLIDWORKS 
PDM remotely, with the assistance of your IT department. 
By connecting to the servers, preparing your team for the 
major upgrade, and running the upgrade tasks without requiring 
time to schedule in-person meetings, the PDM upgrade is done 
efficiently, accurately, and smoothly. With each new release providing 
enhancements, the InFlow Technology team is ready to be your trusted 
advisor when making the transition to the latest version.

• Decades of Experience
• Proven Upgrade Process
• Keep Up-to-Date
• Better System Performance
• Increased Control of Your Files
• SOLIDWORKS Integration Improvements
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InFlow Technology offers more than just 
PDM upgrades, but also Implementation, 
Data Migration, and many add-ons for your 
team to integrate into your PDM platform.

The InFlow Technology blog is a great place 
to start learning about industry news, new 
software releases, and the InFlow solutions 
and offerings for your PDM and PLM.

InFlow Technology PDM Solutions:
www.inflow-tech.com/solutions/solidworks-pdm/services/

InFlow Technology Blog:
www.inflow-tech.com/blog/

The importance of upgrading: SOLIDWORKS R&D puts a lot of work into each major release. In 
every release we see incredible performance enhancements, improvements to the user interface, and 
much more. Your users will be more efficient and your work will be completed faster.
Examples of recent enhancements:

• Adding files is between 1.5 and 3 times faster
• Check-in and change state operations have increased performance by approximately 25%

Add-ons: Think you might need to move to a new server? Do your remote locations need to access 
their files faster? InFlow Technology has executed thousands of PDM server moves and has set up 
countless replicated sites.
What you can experience when not upgrading with InFlow:

• Low quality or a lack of backups 
• Absence of file check-ins by users
• Out of date server, that is not up-to-spec
• Downtime due to no plan in place for the upgrade

The Benefits of Upgrading Your PDM
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